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FRED T. WHITE, CMW21

By this time, the holi-
day gifts have been 
opened and those 

that needed to be returned 
have been returned. The 
holiday decorations have 
been put away for another 
year. You have celebrated 
the New Year and made 
those New Year’s resolu-
tions (you did make a few 
resolutions, didn’t you?).  
I hope that one of them 
was to improve yourself. 
How do you go about im-

proving? Take on a project that challenges you to 
do something that requires you to step out of your 
comfort zone. Listen to a motivational speaker 
either on audio or in person. How about reading a 
book that expands your knowledge on a subject of 
your choosing?  Go to your local college and take 
a course or two. Maybe it might be something that 
would improve your health or wellbeing, like going 
for a brisk walk, joining an aerobics class, or going 
to the gym. President Harry Truman was known for 
his brisk, early-morning walks that challenged his 
secret service agents to keep up with him. Maybe 
we should try to emulate this man. Take a walk 
along the seashore or go to the mountains.  What-
ever you choose to do, stick with it for at least one 
month, because it takes 21 days to develop a habit.
 Your goal may be to improve your business 
practice, learn more about how to use your 
computer, Excel spreadsheets, Google Drive, 
PowerPoint, or to develop a website for your 
business. Or maybe you want to learn more about 
accounting or better use of the telephone (phone 
manners). Take a course on business management 
or how to be a better salesperson. 
 How about taking a course at AWCI’s state-
of-the-art classroom, with our most excellent 
instructors. Whether you are a beginner or an 
accomplished watchmaker/clockmaker, AWCI is 

the place to improve your skills. You may want 
to review the article in December 2014 HT, “You 
Can Teach an Old Dog New Tricks,” by Michael 
Dempsey. It may change your mind about the 
class you have been thinking about taking.
 Maybe you should get on a committee and  
offer solutions to real or perceived problems. There 
is a committee volunteer form on our website,  
http://www.awci.com/about-us/2012-committee-
volunteer-form/.

 A friend’s grandfather came to America 
from Europe, and after being processed at 
Ellis Island, he went into a cafeteria in New 
York City to get something to eat. He sat down 
at an empty table and waited for someone 
to take his order—of course, nobody did.  
Finally, a man with a tray full of food sat down  
opposite him and told him how things worked. 
“Start at that end,” he said, “and just go along and 
pick out what you want.  At the other end they’ll 
tell you how much you have to pay for it.”
 “I soon learned that’s how everything works in 
America,” my friend’s grandfather said. “Life is like 
a cafeteria here. You can get anything you want 
as long as you’re willing to pay the price. You can 
even get success.  But you’ll never get it if you wait 
for someone to bring it to you. You have to get up 
and get it yourself.” 
 My wish for you this year is that you SUCCEED 
in everything you do.

Fred T. White
fwhite@awci.com

a message from the president
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 Jordan P. Ficklin
 jordan@awci.com

At the beginning of the last 
school year, my children ex-
pressed an interest in karate. 
Shortly after we found a dojo 
near our home, they began 
their studies. I also enrolled, 
and about a year ago I began 
practicing the martial art of 
karate with my children. We 
practice a style of karate 
known as Okinawan Shorin-
Ryu. As is common in martial 
arts, karate is a very disci-
plined and humble endeavor. 
No class ever begins without 

a formal preparation period that involves some medi-
tation, stretching, and bowing to our instructor. Every 
class begins with the students asking the instructor, 
or sensei, “Onegai shimasu” (please teach me), and 
the instructor in turn makes the same request of his 
students, because martial artists never consider their 
learning complete.
 In karate we spend a substantial amount of time 
learning memorized routines known as kata. We also 
focus heavily on the repetition and memorization of in-
dividual techniques through exercises known as ippon 
kumite, kihon renshu, and others. Some people have 
criticized karate for putting too much emphasis on 
these aspects instead of on actual sparring or fighting. 
You may recall the 1984 movie The Karate Kid where 
Daniel spends his time waxing Mr. Miyagi’s truck, paint-
ing his fence, and sanding his deck. Or perhaps you 
remember instead the 2010 remake where Dre Parker 
spends weeks picking up his jacket, hanging it on the 
hook, putting it on his back, removing it, throwing it on 
the ground, and repeating.
 I have enjoyed the repetitive nature and mental ex-
ercise required in learning the various kata. After a year 
of practicing these routines I am starting to better un-
derstand their relationship to self-defense. Karate is ide-
ally suited for the lean and quick. It is a thinking man’s 
art, but the thought should be focused on your oppo-
nent’s moves. The kata are designed to train your body 
to instinctively act. Through learning these routines 
you learn where your punch should start, and where it 
should end. Your body begins to instinctively know that 
when your fist moves forward your hips and shoulders 
should rotate, giving force to your punch and extending 
your reach while simultaneously reducing the amount 
of exposure to your opponent. Your body knows that 
your fist should always return to a ready position where 
it is less vulnerable to being grabbed and more power-
ful as a defensive tool.

 Even the most experienced black belts frequently 
return to the most basic kata to fine-tune their skills.
 Watchmaking and clockmaking are art forms not 
too different from karate. As horologists, we are not 
preparing ourselves to defend against an enemy attack, 
but we rely on our minds and our hands to make very 
precise movements. The traditional watchmaking edu-
cation uses repetitive micromechanical projects to train 
our hands to move in very precise ways and our eyes to 
see the tiniest faults long before we ever get to “fight” 
with a watch movement. Once students begin work on 
a movement, they focus repeatedly on the same task 
over and over until it is mastered. Throughout the learn-
ing process, more difficult tasks are added on. Students 
focus on a small number of specific watch calibers, 
but what they learn can be adapted to almost every 
situation. When you know what to do with a spring, it 
doesn’t matter which watch it is in. If you understand 
how a watch works, you can apply that knowledge to 
any timepiece. 
 We should view each day at the bench like the mar-
tial artist views a day at the dojo. Every day should be 
a learning experience. Start with your preparation. Your 
workspace should be clean and organized. Your mind 
should be clean and free to focus on the timepiece. Try 
to learn something from every watch or clock. With 
your eyes and ears, pay attention to the problems in 
the timepiece, and before you act, carefully calculate 
your next move. Once you have decided how to resolve 
the fault, your hands should know just what to do. You 
should distinctly recognize the precise feel of how tight 
a screw should be. The knowledge of how far to bend a 
spring to give the desired result should be ingrained in 
your mind; exactly how to place the correct quantity of 
oil in a jewel should be second nature.
 In order to keep 
our minds, eyes, and 
bodies calibrated, we 
must return often to 
the watchmaking dojo 
and fine-tune our basic 
skills as well as our ad-
vanced skills. As we look 
forward to a new year 
ahead of us, I challenge 
each of you to dedicate 
some time focusing on 
your basic watchmaking 
knowledge. 
 Members,“Onegai 
shimasu,” I humbly ask 
you. Please teach me.

a message from the executive directorJORDAN P. FICKLIN, CW21
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Editor’s Forum
I receive emails and phone 
calls from readers who want 
more information about 
something that was pub-
lished in Horological Times or 
who just want to comment 
on what they've read. I'd like 
to share these comments, 
questions, and answers with 
you. I also like to highlight 
what is in our current issue 
or share news or information 
that will be useful to you. I 
look forward to hearing from 
all HT readers.

Donna Hardy
Managing Editor

About the Cover
This month’s cover is the collec-
tive work of the artistic develop-
ment team at AWCI. Depending 
on the lighting it may appear 
blank at first glance, but it is not. 
The spare parts situation facing 
watchmakers is like the words on 
this month’s cover, not easy to 
comprehend. Depending on your 
perspective, you may see a simple 
problem with a simple solution, 
or you may see no problem at 
all. Others may be in tune to the 
many subtleties and complexities 
of the difficulties independent 
watchmakers face when trying to 
obtain genuine spare parts from 
the manufacturers. This month’s 
cover represents a blank canvas. 
We hope the essays, ideas, and 
topics in this month’s Horological 
Times will lay down a foundation 
of gesso preparing the canvas so 
that each of you can help paint a 
resolution to the situation through 
continued discussion. We hope 
that for months to come the 
Editor’s Forum will be full of your 
responses to the essays and ideas 
in this month’s magazine.

More Commentary on 
the Criteria for  
Determining Whether 
a Watch Part Should 
Be Replaced  
Thanks for your invite to com-
ment on the article by John Davis 
and Manuel Yazijian. As an old 
watchmaker with many years of 
watch repair on the bench, I will 
weigh in on the practical side of 
this debate.
 In general, I agree with John 
Davis that magnification is not 
the key. It is the focus and a clear 
view of the pivot, and that is all 
you need. Any pivot with a visible 
line should be replaced. But here 
is the problem, which was conve-
niently not addressed by John or 
Manuel: If the part is not obtain-
able by the watchmaker, the most 
likely scenario will be that the 
watchmaker will follow John’s 
advice and will return the watch 
to the customer after “proper 
cleaning of the components and 
lubricating with fresh oil.” The 
customer will bring the watch 
back in three to four years (de-
pending how much wear was on 
the pivot), and the customer will 
face another expensive repair. HT 
is for all watchmakers, not only 
for a few with material privileges. 
It would have been wonderful 
if Mr. John or Mr. Manuel would 
have addressed the availability  
(or lack of availability) of parts, 
since both have a lot of experi-
ence and involvement with this 
subject. I’d really like to know 
how the parts problem relates to 
AWCI's high standards of watch 
repair. Can anyone in the leader-
ship comment?

Mr. John,
I have a problem with compo-
nents that “must sometimes be 
changed simply in response to 
unsatisfactory timing perfor-
mance even if no obvious defects 
are found.” If there is a timing 
problem, there is a reason for it. 

To change parts might be suc-
cessful; however, if you change  
the whole movement you should 
also have success. :-)

My friend Mr. Manuel,
I know you are a lot smarter than 
I am, but I must question some 
points from your recent editorial. 
You talk about watchmakers who 
"grab delicate wheels with hard 
metal tweezers" causing damage. 
I do this all time, without caus-
ing damage. The secret is where 
you grab the wheel. You should 
know that you never touch teeth 
with any type of tweezers. Also, 
you talk about watchmakers in 
the field who need to look for "oil 
inside the fork horns …[or] roller 
jewel"—since when do we oil 
fork horns or roller jewels? Is this 
something new? :-)
 And now my rant continues 
with HT: In the December issue 
on page 10, a class is advertised 
for April 13–17 titled: “The Art of 
Watch Adjusting: Escapement, 
Timing, and OSCILLATOR work” 
(emphasis added). Since we live 
in this wonderful country of the 
United States of America, we 
have an existing word and it is 
called a balance wheel. Even on 
the CW21 exam it is still called 
balance wheel. At first I was 
wondering what an "oscillating" 
weight has to do with timing. 
Okay, I let you guys slide with the 
sliding pinion. It is a clutch in the 
CW21 exam, or has it changed?  
Now I know why the CW21 is 
sooooo hard to pass. :-)

Sincerely,
Rudy
Rudolf Hoellein, CMW21 (Also tested by 
the states of Indiana and Germany)

Response from  
Jordan P. Ficklin 
Rudy, 
Thank you for continuing the 
discussion about these important 
topics. I feel it is valuable that 
our members debate what the 
standards should be. When it 
comes to the issue of magnifica-
tion, I think it is the outcome 

Like Us on Facebook!  
Our Facebook following is growing. Don’t miss out on extra content, such as videos, links, and photos, on facebook.com/HorologicalTimes.
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calendar

For additional details about specific courses in comprehensive syllabi form, including complete tool lists,  
visit: http://www.awci.com/education-certification/education2/list-of-continuing-education-courses/  

or contact Cindy Whitehead at 866-FOR-AWCI (367-2924), ext. 303.

January 26-30
$1,250 
(includes Polishing Kit valued at $300 retail)

Case & Bracelet  
Refinishing  
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

February 9-13
$1,000
Modern Mechanical  
Chronograph—ETA 7750  
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

March 2-6
$1,000
Introduction to Watch Repair—A 
standards-based approach  
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

March 9-13
$2,495
CW21 Exam
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

April 13-17
$1,000
The Art of Watch Adjusting: Escape-
ment, Timing, and Oscillator Work
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

May 18-22
$2,495
CW21 Exam
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

AMERICAN WATCHMAKERS - CLOCKMAKERS INSTITUTE

AWCI continuing education courses are designed to help professional watchmakers continually improve their 
skills and stay current on changes in recommended service techniques. We are offering a combination of re-
fresher courses, advanced level courses, and courses designed to prepare individuals for the CW21 (Certified 
Watchmaker of the 21st Century) Exam. Previous work on watches in a watch-repair environment is recom-
mended—for example, self-employed, factory service center, independent service center, or store manager. 

Prices below reflect member's discount! Not sure which course to sign up for? Please log on to our website 
and fill out the Professional Experience Questionnaire. Contact us so we can help you find the best course 
suited to your skill level, expertise, and interests.

Don’t see the course you want here? We are always trying to expand and improve our course offerings and 
we welcome suggestions. We may also have a course already developed that isn’t scheduled, and we can try 
to accommodate you.

Looking for someone to come to your business, chapter, or guild to teach a course? We do that too. Please 
contact our education and certification coordinator for more information.

We hope to see you, your friends, and your associates in our classroom soon!
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History
The American watch industry, which really began to flour-
ish in 1850, changed the face of watchmaking. By 1880 
American manufacturers were mass-producing watches 
in at least three distinct categories: conventional jew-
eled watches, inexpensive jeweled watches, and dollar 
watches (which still cost about $3.50 when introduced at 
the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exposition). All of these 
watches were mass-produced in an assembly-line fashion 
using standardized parts. One byproduct of this indus-
trialization was “an entirely new service . . . pouring out 
a river of spare parts. Whether a person carried a dol-
lar watch or one of the industry’s finest creations, quality 
parts were available everywhere in the country so that it 
could be repaired quickly and accurately by workmen of 
average skill.”1 

 At the turn of the 20th century, no foreign country had 
an industry that could compete on price and quality with 
the American watch industry. By 1880 the Waltham facto-
ry was producing more watches than were being import-
ed from Switzerland, and we began to see Swiss watches, 
which had dominated the American market in 1840, take 
on the look and appearance of American watches. 
 In 1868 American engineer F.A. Jones of the E. How-
ard Watch Co. headed to Switzerland to form the Inter-
national Watch Co. He settled in Schaffhausen where he 
could take advantage of the power generated by the dam 
built across the Rhone by Henri Moser. With the knowl-
edge Jones obtained in American manufacturing and with 
the power from Moser’s dam, he began transforming the 
Swiss watch industry from a cottage industry into an in-
dustrialized watch-producing machine.2   

 By the 1920s the Swiss watch industry began to 
challenge the American industry once again, and in the 
area of wristwatch movements had complete domination 
of the market by World War II. Although the US watch 
industry continued to contribute important innovations 
up through the 1960s, the American industry had been 
losing ground to the Swiss since the 1920s and would be 
completely gone by the 1970s. 
 Not only had the Swiss adopted the American 
manufacturing processes, but they also adopted the 
American philosophy of distributing spare parts in support 
of after-sales service. In 1944 Ebauches S.A. created 
a worldwide distribution service that initially covered 
510 different watch calibers and ultimately included 
movements and parts for more than 2,000 different 
calibers in support of after-sales maintenance. “Thus the 
watch-maker can now work in the knowledge that he can 

readily obtain quality-guaranteed spare parts whenever 
he needs them.” 3 In the 1976 edition of the Dictionnaire 
Horloger, ESA reaffirms that their “policy in the matter of 
after-sales servicing has always been marked by the desire 
to serve the whole of the Horological industry and trade.” 4 
 By the end of World War II, a wristwatch had become a 
necessity for workers, and watch repairers were plentiful. 
The industry was crowded, and watchmakers had to 
compete for customer business by lowering prices. An 
entire industry of generic parts (of varying qualities) had 
developed, and manufacturers were competing not only 
for the customer’s business, but also for the watchmaker’s 
business. The Elgin Service Manual reminds watchmakers:

 A watchmaker’s reputation for skilled workman-
ship is his most valuable asset.  By paying too little 
for cheap, imitation parts he can lose his reputation.  
Be sure you guard your reputation for good work 
by using parts that you know will be satisfactory.
 A fine jeweled Elgin watch represents the 
watchmaker’s art at its finest. Only genuine parts 
will maintain this perfection.
 All Elgin parts are made to exact tolerances 
and specifications. Balance staffs for instance, are 
held to a tolerance of less than .0002. This means 
there is never a loose fit with a genuine Elgin staff, 
it matches the component part exactly all the time.
 Remember also that no altering or sizing is 
necessary when you use genuine parts. In a majority 
of instances imitation parts require additional 
work before they will fit and perform properly. 
This additional work takes time, valuable time that 
means money to a watchmaker.5 

The Consent Decree
Despite the outward appearance of encouraging after-
sales service and encouraging the use of genuine parts, 
competition between brands was extremely fierce, 
and in 1954 the US Department of Justice filed an anti-
trust complaint alleging that it had found that many 
watch companies, both Swiss and American, were in-
volved in a “wide-ranging conspiracy . . . to fix prices, 
terms, and conditions of the sale of watches and watch 
parts, to restrict the manufacturing of watches and 
watch parts in the United States, and to control the ex-
port of watches and watch parts into the United States.”6 

More than 20 defendants were named in the complaint. 

An Overview of the Spare Parts Issue
2014 Spare Parts Workshop
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The Future of Spare Parts
By Arek Ragnar Baizerman

Introduction
As per the call in Horological Times April 2014 issue 
for ideas, I am submitting my proposals for start-
ing points of discussion between relevant groups  
associated with the horology trade and watchmak-
ers represented by the AWCI in the US.
 I have limited my discussion to what I believe 
are the most immediate possible changes—ones 
which would effect the greatest long-term results 
and attempt to push the Spare Parts Issue toward 
the next evolution. Changing dynamics at the retail-
sales and retail-service levels as a result of the “Great 
Recession” are altering how watch owners (potential 
after-sales customers) view the relationship with the 
manufacturer, retail salespeople, and watchmakers.

Terminology
IWM–Independent Watchmakers and Independent 
Service Centers, Graduates of approved training 
programs or documented apprenticeship

IND–Watch Manufacturers: Swiss, European, and 
Asian

Concerns
The most urgent concerns in the spare parts market 
that could be addressed in my view are described in 
detail with brief background information below. In 
summary:

-Access to spare parts for independent 
watchmakers and service centers for trained 
professional watchmakers is not open or 
standardized

-Access to technical documentation and 
factory training

-Access to online training

-Lack of micro-credentialing framework to 
verify training on specific products

-Lack of agreements between manufacturers 
and AWCI, and, consequently, lack of standards 
for unified spare-parts account access

Customer Service Repairs
While we have seen the dramatic decline in numbers 
of watchmakers nationwide, the sales of new Swiss 
watches continues to grow exponentially above the 
capacity of the working watchmaker to keep up with 
repairing the numbers of watches imported annually. 
Some recent statistics show the US imported 9.2 
million Swiss-made watches overall during the year 
2013. In general, approximately 15% of Swiss output 
(in numbers of finished watches) was sold to the US 
annually in the period 2000-2013.1

 Exports of Asian-made watches are said to top 
6 million units annually, but only a small fraction will 
be repaired, primarily due to the lack of a spare-
parts-distribution infrastructure within the Chinese 
industry.
 Compare those numbers of new watches sold 
in the US with the estimated lifetime output of the 
average watchmaker. During a working career of 
40 years, the potential lifetime output of 20,000-
30,000 complete repairs (based on two per day for 
40 years) is within reality. Even if we are generous 
and give them each 1,000 annual repairs, given an 
actual working population between 1,000-2000 
watchmakers employed within the US in the field, at 
most we are able to service 2 million per year. Those 
are generous numbers, and reality shows approxi-
mately 500 people employed within the industry, 
and approximately 1,000-1,200 independent trades-
people nationwide at all levels of after-sales.
 It is easy to see that there will be a need for skilled 
tradespeople well into the future. The rising value of 
the Swiss watch makes it unlikely that owners will 
consider abandoning their watch because of a lack 
of spare parts. How will these watches be serviced? 
Let’s look at the present repair models before we 
discuss future trends.

Manufacturer's Service Center Model
Many ideas have been developed to stabilize the 
repair industry in demographic crisis, including semi-
skilled technicians, sequential repair workshops, 
and disposable or nonserviceable movements. The 
overall demand for skilled watchmakers internally 
within the IND has remained above school output 
or training capacity since the inception of the new 

Spare Parts Distribution for Watchmakers
August 2014
Washington, DC
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The waTchmaker you TrusT–no rosy fuTure for 
waTch owners and The waTchmakers They TrusT

The spare parTs problem conTinues!
By Markus Musser

The acquisition of a luxurious wristwatch is a 
very special event that is connected with a lot 
of positive emotion. At first you are just happy 

with your purchase and, of course, don’t even think 
of the day of the first service. Why should you? The 
shop assistant has presumably not pointed this out 
in the sales conversation with you. You’re glowing 
with the pleasant feeling of the purchase experience 
and with the fact you have once more rewarded 
yourself with something nice to wear—until the day 
when the watch finally refuses to provide service, 
and you come to a rude awakening.
 Unfortunately, the watch servicing is not set up 
as well as the sales desk. For most companies it is 
a nonprofit service. The watch brands are getting 
more and more control of their products, no matter 
who owns them. In the service area they enforce 
this with systematic control of the necessary service 
parts towards factory/brand-owned, third-party 
service centers.

 Somehow independent watchmakers do not get 

any spare parts from high-ranking brands to service 

these brands unless they offer the same particular 

brand for sale in their store. The brand’s package is 

sale and service only. If an independent watchmaker 

wants to offer service only in the high-grade 

segment without any sales, it is made impossible for 

him because of the lack of spare-part support from 

all the major companies.

 Therefore, the only possible drop-in centers  
(after-sales service) for the customer are the watch 
brands’ self-defined facilities. Nevertheless, these 
have lately mutated into a form of battery-hens 
facility. I am sorry, but you cannot more accurately 
describe it. No individual creativity is possible using 
this work system on watches, and it successfully 
stops any passion or creativity in the occupation 
of horology. The question is, will the profession of 
watchmaking now go more in the way of art or into 
the science of horology? None of this is necessary, 
because if an occupation (watch servicing) is 
reprimanded so strongly by its own industry, it will 
cease to exist. This will happen sooner or later and 
will be the end of all local watchmakers, thanks to 
the industrial gravediggers.

 This home-baked problem stinks to high heaven, 
and none of decision makers in Switzerland seem to 
care what happens to the long tradition of the inde-
pendent watchmaker.

 What needs to happen to make things change? 
How many customers will be annoyed and frustrated 
at not being able to find a competent, reliable service 
watchmaker in their local areas for the service of 
their much-loved timepiece?
 The local independent watchmaker is now the 
everlasting stepchild of the brands, and companies 
will never mature this way. Haute horlogerie 
and prestige brands also need assistance from 
independent, outside service centers.

The Following Proposals Offer a 
Solution
 A reintroduced and adapted cooperation with the 
independently operating watchmakers to guarantee 
local and personal service near the customer. This is 
an important factor for good consumer relations.
 To develop an international quality service 
stamp for all competent, qualified watchmakers 
with experience in the high-quality repair segment 
as a guarantee of skill, security, and workmanship. 
This is to be without spare-part restrictions and 
without requiring sales of new watches. This retains 
high-class service standards, and at the same time 
preserves the value of the piece.

Post Thoughts
The way for independent service studios is paved, 
and services can be once again offered to customers 
close to where they live and work. The satisfaction 
degree of customers rises, and they are back again 
in their comfort zone. Customers need a local repair 
place they know and can trust. This is a fact.
 With this new regulation, a lot of service work 
would be taken from the companies and given back 
to the traditional highly skilled watchmaker. This will 
permit the factories to focus again on their main 
activity—“the production.”
 There are many examples for good, independent 
servicing: for example, the car business. Many 
longtime independent service partners provide 
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Parts are not available to the independent 
watchmaker. The restrictive parts policymakers 
disagree: “Parts are available. Send the watch 

to us for repair.” “Parts are available. You must meet 
our demands for shop and equipment.” “Parts are 
available. You must be under our random inspection 
scrutiny of your work space.” “Parts are available. 
You must purchase our newest tooling requirement.” 
 Since parts are available and since there is no 
perception of a problem, the problem ceases to 
exist. It sounds like a nice way to walk around this 
spare-parts situation, doesn’t it? 
  Almost all of my customers referred to me have 
been told by a major watch company that their 
watches can’t (or won’t) be repaired. A multitude 
of reasons are given, and they are referred to AWCI 
to find a watchmaker who will repair their (the 
manufacturer’s) watch. Granted, many of these 
sentimentally valuable watches are dated outside 
the realm of parts availability. Also, many are in 
need of parts that are not obsolete but restricted. 
The material houses where we purchase our newest 
tech “required” tools are forced to supply quality 
(debatable) generic parts to meet our needs. I end 
up justifying the manufacturer’s position to my 
customers by stating, “They are not in the restoration 
business.” Many of us in this generation have a 
customer base that trusts us to repair their valued 
watches, and apparently the manufacturers do not 
trust us to repair our customers’ watches with their 
support.
 What to do! Manufacturers need to simply trust 
us. Trust us to know that we will refer any service 
beyond our capabilities to factory service, such as 
waterproofing to “professional” diver depths. Given 
the choice, our customers would prefer that we 
use genuine parts. With some effort, a spare parts 
consortium could be set up to dispense the parts. 
Could AWCI be the dispensary for the United States? 
Could AWCI afford to implement such a service? I 
doubt it. After all, how many “international sport 
racing” teams or venues does AWCI sponsor? Do 
you think that there might be enough money for 
a consortium of manufacturers to implement and 
sponsor an entity to supply parts? 
 Our schools are graduating competent watchmak-
ers; AWCI offers certification to test any practicing 

watchmaker’s competency; and we need spare parts 
to efficiently and properly repair your timepieces. 
We are the masters of our benches.  We can repair 
your watches! So, manufacturers, trust us to step up 
to the line, set up a supply line and.…Wait, I have a 
unique idea. Just maybe you could use our existing 
“material houses” and let them advertise: “Genuine 
material recommended by the manufacturer.” Is this 
thinking too far outside the box? I hope not because 
something has to change.

About the Author 
In 1966, Dale LaDue graduated be-
neath the watchful eye of Mr. Mintmi-
er, who was the Director of the Gem 
City School of Horology. Under the 
tutelage of the renowned instructors 
William O. Smith Jr. and Gray Law-
rence, he then completed a program 
in Micro-Precision and Watch Tech-
nology at the University of Illinois 
in 1967, where he acquired a Certi-
fied Master Watchmaker certificate. 
In 1968, he started working for the 
trade repairing watches for a variety 
of fine jewelry stores in Rochester, 
New York. Over the years, he attend-
ed many AWI/AWCI courses culmi-
nating in his certification upgrade to 
CMW21 in 2010. After a successful 
career, he has retired but continues 
to perform specialty repairs while 
writing articles for Horological Times.

By Dale LaDue, CMW21

Spare partS Conundrum
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service vendors, and we who know the value of 
service should advocate for the value of our labor 
on all levels. We should let that be known.
 Further, with the growth of computer databases 
and the sheer number-crunching capabilities utilized 
by forward-thinking service centers and watch-
makers, the multiple dimensions of service, repair, 
parts replacement, etc., allows for very thorough 
reporting of all manner of service parameters from 
the bench level directly back to the service-serious  
manufacturer. This detailed feedback is very impor-
tant to quality-minded retailers and manufacturers 
and severely limited for those companies that rely 
on replacement, or strictly in-house service. I firmly 
believe, actually know, that independent service is 
more likely to be objective service. What is gained 
by control may well be lost to subjective bias. 
 Parts and part availability is the cornerstone of all 
of this. It is central to the watch business on many 
levels. I think I’ve made it clear that it is important 
to the brand both at the bench and at the counter. 
To see that the wristwatch, whether quartz or 
mechanical, is to remain an important consumer 
product, maintaining and enhancing its unique 
niche against the influx of “cell phone” tombstones 
and their built-in obsolescence. We must continue 
to strive to save the product we live with and work  
with every day.  

Advocate for independent service. Advocate for 
part availability. Advocate for the Watch.  

Marc C. Young
President
Parsec Enterprises, Inc.
Zantech, Inc.
Arwen Enterprises (co-owner)
April 29, 2014

Available Now!
Antique Watch Restoration, Vol. II  

by Archie B. Perkins

$99.99
(plus shipping and handling)

Order Now and SAVE!
AWCI members get a 10% discount!

The wait is NOW OVER!  

You can order your copy today 

by contacting AWCI at 

 1-866-367-2924 or 

 513-367-9800 x301.

Don’t have Volume I?  
Order both Volumes I and II 

 and get FREE shipping and handling!*

Order now and save!
*US orders only

About the Author
Marc C. Young is currently the  
chairperson of AWCI’s Indus-
try Advisory Board. He has 
been president of Parsec En-
terprises, Inc., a large indepen-
dent watch repair facility in the 
United States, since 1977. He 
has been president of Zantech, 
Inc. since 1976. 
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Those of you who attended the annual convention and 
Spare Parts Workshop know that there were some 
crazy ideas generated in that meeting. Lauren Serota 
and Chuck Hildebrand, our facilitators, had us living in 
a fantasy world with Star Trek-style replicators, radio-
active watch parts, and individual watch components 
tagged with RFID [radio frequency identification]. 
Many of these ideas seemed more fun (or funny) than 
practical. Many of these ideas were dismissed and left 
in the garbage bin. But how crazy were those ideas?
 We are all familiar with the challenges that watch-
makers face in obtaining genuine spare parts. The  
articles in this month’s magazine, which were prepared 
for the symposium, bring the current situation into 
perspective.
 In Clinton, Maryland, at the 2014 convention, we 
stepped outside of the box and started a conversation. 
This is step two of that conversation. There were some 
valid ideas among all of those crazy ideas. I have iden-
tified some of the better ones. Some of these ideas 
seem like they just might work—but could they become 
a reality? I am asking you to set aside your skepticism 
and suspend your disbelief for a minute and imagine 
what could become of some of these ideas.
 If you feel there is merit to any one of these ideas, 
please communicate with your board of directors at  
awciboard@awci.com and with your fellow watchmak-
ers through this publication at editor@awci.com and/
or via social media—www.facebook.com/MyAWCI or 
www.facebook.com/HorologicalTimes. 

Mass Storage of Watch Parts
Many watchmakers have been practicing this type of 

behavior for years. Why 
buy one stem or staff 
when you can buy three? 
Over time you have a sub-
stantial little collection of 
watch parts. In years past 
this was a convenience 
so you could perform the 
work faster when the cus-

tomer returned with 
the watch for the 
next service. Now it 
may become a ne-
cessity.
   Variations on this 
idea could include 

a watchmaker’s cooperative where a group of watch-
makers pool their resources and go in together to ac-
quire the parts they believe they will need, genuine or 
otherwise, for the future. Another variation on this idea 
would be for material distributors to purchase brand-
new, complete watches, perhaps on the gray market 
at a heavy discount as Costco does, and disassemble 
the watches to sell them part by part. This would re-
sult in a glut of certain rarely used parts and a supply 
of genuine parts. A quick look at the most frequently 
used parts reveals that the market rate for these parts 
would need to be between four times to eight times 
the current wholesale price from the manufacturer for 
this to be a profitable business model. These prices are 
not that far from what some genuine parts are cur-
rently commanding on eBay.
 An additional marketplace component that would 
greatly benefit the watchmaker would be an online 
marketplace (think Amazon.com) where watchmakers 
can buy and sell parts from other watchmakers. For 
this to succeed it would need to be extremely easy for 
a watchmaker to list a part for sale. To sell an item that 
is already in the material house’s databases should just 
require a few clicks and setting a price.

The Watchmaker’s Strike
Watchmakers are not a group of people who tend to 
be cohesive and cooperative. However, if every watch-
maker refused to do any kind of service on watches for 
which they could not get parts on the open market, 
the manufacturers would 
quickly feel the burden of 
servicing every watch they 
sell. They would not be 
able to hire enough tech-
nicians to provide reason-
able service times at their 
own service centers, and 
customers would become 
upset with the quality of 
service they receive. In 
order to keep their cus-
tomers happy, the manu-
facturers would need to 
resolve the situation with 
independent watchmak-
ers and get them to repair 
their timepieces again.

Spare Parts Workshop
By Jordan P. Ficklin, CW21
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A number of movement specialists attended the most 
recent EPHJ trade fair, which took place in Geneva in 
June, including Technotime, Vaucher Manufacture, and 
Dubois Dépraz. However, two were notable by their 
absence: Sellita and Soprod, the biggest producers, in 
terms of volume, of Swiss-made alternatives to ETA’s 
workhorses.
 Historically, according to various estimates, the 
Swatch Group subsidiary accounts for almost three-
quarters of the standard mechanical movements pro-
duced in Switzerland (i.e., 5 to 6 million units). Very 
few alternatives exist for entry-level and mid-range 
watches, particularly at less than 200 francs per unit. 
André Colard, co-founder of the Swiss microtechnolo-
gy fair, which this year brought together 
around 825 exhibitors from the watch-
making, micromechanics, and medical 
technology sectors, explained: “Soprod 
was there last year. As for Sellita, at the 
moment they have no particular need to 
advertise.”
 Perhaps the two manufacturers had 
other things on their mind. There is little doubt that their 
eyes are firmly fixed on a certain date: 2020. They have 
been under a great deal of pressure in recent years. After  
numerous steps forward, reversals and re-evaluations, 
last October the Competition Commission (Comco)
and Swatch Group finally reached an agreement which 
in effect affects the entire watchmaking industry.
 According to the exact terms of the deal, “the  
obligation to supply mechanical movements will remain 
in effect up to 31 December 2019.” In 2014/2015 ETA 
is to deliver 75% of the average number of units sold  
between 2009-2011; this drops to 65% in 2016/2017 
and 55% in 2018/2019. The company is also obliged to 
treat each of its clients “in an equal fashion.”

RACE AGAINST THE CLOCK
Sellita General Manager Miguel Garcia expressed his 
relief. “Comco’s decision has given us a breathing 
space.  All clients will be treated on an equal footing, 
and we are one of them.” In 2013, the La Chaux-de-

Fonds company, which employs 500 people in Swit-
zerland and Germany (compared with 300 a year 
ago—this gives an idea of the expansion under way), 
supplied 1.4 million movements: 800,000 Sellita cali-
bres and 600,000 ETA calibres that were assembled 
and resold. But Swatch Group has already started to 
reduce supplies to Sellita: back in 2011 the company 
reported total production of 1.6 million movements. 
 The race against the clock has begun: “Our aim is 
to replace the movements we buy from ETA with Sell-
ita calibres by 2019. We therefore need to expand our 
in-house production by at least 600,000 movements 
in that time.”  The company nevertheless remains de-
pendent on the Swatch Group for its escapements—

the components that regulate the watch,  
including the balance and balance 
springs. Here too, Miguel Garcia has rea-
son to be relieved: Comco has ordered 
Swatch Group’s Bienne-based subsidiary 
Nivarox to continue deliveries, on the 
grounds that it does not have the neces-
sary “visibility” to establish a timetable for  

reduction. Nivarox has an even greater monopoly than 
ETA, producing virtually 90% of the parts used by 
Swiss watchmakers. Sellita, which supplies around 250 
brands, will be focusing its efforts on these strategic 
components, for in-house calibres. “We are putting in 
place in-house production of escapements. But it is a 
very lengthy process.”
 Sellita’s SW calibres are based on the features (di-
mensions and functions) of those ETA movements that 
are now in the public domain. The company has thus 
been able to develop direct alternatives to the Swatch 
Group’s best-sellers: the SW 200 can be used in place 
of the historic ETA 2824; the SW 300 is a clone of the 
ETA 2892; and finally, moving up the range, the SW 
500 is a replacement for the 7750 chronograph move-
ment.  Many Swiss watchmakers use these models as 
a base movement, personalising them with complica-
tions. In the space of a decade, under the impetus of 
chief executive and owner Miguel Garcia, Sellita has 
built itself a reputation as a credible alternative and a 

By Serge Maillard

From 2020, Swatch Group will be allowed to stop supplying third-party clients with ETA move-
ments. For Sellita and Soprod, the two biggest alternative manufacturers of entry-level and mid-
range Swiss-made calibres, the stakes are high. Probing the heart of Swiss watches.

Reprinted with permission from Europa Star August/September 2014 Magazine Issue

Mechanical: Who will succeed ETA?

“Comco’s decision has 
given us a breathing 
space. All clients will 
be treated on an equal 
footing, and we are one 
of them.”
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An Unusual Ingraham Repair
                       By Paul Corn

My clock shop was commissioned to over-
haul an Ingraham black mantel count-wheel 
movement. During the estimate it was  

noted that the turn-back assembly was broken and 
a previous repairer had tried to solder the assembly,  
Figure 1. Seldom will a clock repairer see this assem-
bly broken, but from time to time they come in the 
shop in need of repair.
 Ingraham used two styles of turn-back assemblies 
during their production. One style used two coiled 
springs and a pin to operate the turn-back, Figure 
2.  The style of the movement that was brought in 
for repair uses a flat, brass spring for the turn-back, 
Figure 3.
 After the distance from the end of the rear pivot 
to the back of the turn-back assembly was measured, 
it was removed from the center shaft, Figure 4. The 
broken spring was pried loose with a razor blade and 
removed along with the swivel piece that holds the 
lifter pin. The collar of the assembly was placed back 
on the center shaft and supported in the lathe, Figure 
5. The staking shoulder was lightly tapped down and 
lightly touched up with a needle file, Figure 6.
 The original spring was .011" in thickness. A piece 
of brass stock was rolled in the rolling mill to .011". 
The brass is hardened during the rolling process to 
make it springy. The dimensions were laid out on 
the brass strip using a prick punch and dividers. A 
hole was punched in the brass strip using a handheld 
power punch with a .187" punch and die. A cutting 
broach was used to open the hole to .202", the size 
of the hole in the original spring. The brass piece was 
parted from the strip and trimmed.
 To support the brass blank spring, a #6-32 nut 
was placed in the lathe and a shoulder was machined 
.200" in diameter and .009" thick, Figure 7. The spring 
blank was placed on the shouldered nut and backed 
up by another nut tightly using a section of #6-32 
fully threaded rod (all thread) as the support shaft. 
This assembly was placed in the lathe.  A .070" dental 
burr was placed in a high-speed, air-operated pencil 
grinder mounted in the cross slide to do the cutting. 
The lathe was unplugged and the headstock spindle 
was rotated by hand back and forth to form the outer 
arc, Figure 8. The cross slide was reset to form the 
smaller circle. Cutting the smaller circle, the .070" burr 
formed the slotted part of the spring, Figure 9. After 
the spring was removed from its mounting, the end of 
the upper part of the spring was ground on an angle 
to match the swivel piece. 

Fig. 1.   Broken turn-back assembly

Fig. 2.   Turn-back assembly using coiled spring

Fig. 3.   Turn-back assembly using flat brass spring

Fig. 4.   Removing the broken turn-back assembly

Technical Discussion: Working in the Clock Shop

Note: Always use adequate ventilation, wear safety glasses, and take proper precautions when working with machines and open flames.
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Q

Sit on Your Hands: Horology
             Q&A

In December we took a break from offering a new Sit on Your Hands question to allow HT readers 
more time to think about the last question and submit their answers. Below is the last question and 
some of the answers we received. Thanks to David Steele for providing the question.

When you receive a quartz watch in for “just a battery,” and you see a huge thumbprint on 
the movement but no other physical damage is visible, do you… 

a. See if it is “just a battery” and send it on its way if it is.
b. Inform the customer of the condition and let him make the decision on how to proceed.
c. Require a movement replacement.
d. Other (explain)

Column: Sit on Your Hands

b. It’s always good to communi-
cate.
—Richard Coggin

Option b and confirm whether the 
customer fitted the battery himself—
or was it done by a “professional”? 
Fit a new battery with a consumption 
test, and if it goes, warn the custom-
er that the watch may need further 
repairs if it stops.
—David Thomas

Option b. Before I proceed I advise 
customer of the thumbprint and offer 
an option. Check battery: if it’s dead 
replace with no warranty, and let 
customer know that the watch may 
need an overhaul. Clean up thumb-
print as well as possible. 
—Claude Cur

Replace the battery, check for ac-
curacy if running, inform customer if 
there are further underlying issues.
—Kirk Williams

The Next Question 
What is/are your goal(s) for a repair?  Technically, 
aesthetically, etc.?

Please submit your response to answers@awci.com  by February 27. Or join us on 
facebook—www.facebook.com/MyAWCI or www.facebook.com/horologicaltimes, 
where we will post the next question the first of every month. If you haven't liked 
Horological Times yet, do it now!

You can also look for the next question in the email newsletter, which goes out the 
first week of every month. 

Your name will be entered in a drawing to win a prize from our grab bag of 
horological treasures.

CONGRATULATIONS to Claude Cur, whose name was drawn at random to 
win this month’s prize, two DVDs: Ensuring a Quality Controlled Repair and 
Watch Take-In Procedures by Thomas Schomaker, CMW21.

A wise watchmaker once said, “You should sit on your hands.”  
Ninety percent of watchmaking should be done with your 

hands away from the movement,  
and 10% is actually manipulating the watch.  

Good watchmakers and clockmakers think about what 
they are doing more than they actually do it. 

Here are some answers we received—
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Some of you may have noticed that the old-
time resources in this column are most useful 
for those doing vintage and/or restoration 

work. It only makes sense that older books would 
be useful for fixing older watches.
 This month we feature four books that will help 
you find staffs and stems for vintage watches.
 Sometimes you can just call up and order 
exactly what you need. Other times you find 
yourself hunting for parts. In yet another situation 
you find yourself making a part.
 When it comes to staffs and stems sometimes 
it is easier to modify an existing part than it is to 
make a new one if you can find something really 
close. But how do you find something close?
 ESA published two catalogs (one for staffs 
and one for stems) enumerating the dimensions 
for hundreds of staffs and stems readily available 
on the market. The listings are arranged by 
manufacturer and caliber, and by type and size. 
If you know the dimensions of the staff or stem 
you are looking for and haven’t been able to find 
it, these two books can help you find something 
close enough that you may be able to modify it for 
your watch with little effort.

 Favorite also put out two smaller books for 
staffs and stems similarly organized.
 I came across my copy of the ESA stem book 
from a fellow watchmaker several years ago. It was 
published as recently as 2001, so you can probably 
find a copy in your network of watchmakers. As 
usual, there are also copies available for loan in 
the AWCI library.
 Many other resources also have lists of 
dimensions, including the Bestfit Encyclopedia of 
Watch Material and the Marshall Handy Manual. 
So when you can’t find a material house with 
the exact stem or staff, don’t forget to check for 
something very close. Perhaps they have the next 
best thing.

Four Resources that Will Help You Find 
Staffs and Stems for Vintage Watches 

       By Jordan P. Ficklin, CW21  

Column: Old-Time Resources
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George McNeil’s Potomac Guild
(A Guild of the Horological Association of Virginia)

The Tuesday December 2nd meeting was the Guild’s 
annual Christmas dinner and gift swap. Dinner was at 
6:30 p.m. at the Fairfax City Senior Center in Fairfax, 
Virginia. As has been done for the past several years, 
the Guild gave a special gift to one lucky winner. This 
year's winner took home a micro-drill press to add to 
their arsenal of tools. Attendance at the meeting was 
required to win. Fred White’s talk was postponed  
until January.

GUILD OFFICERS 
President:  Joe Jabbour
Vice President:  John Enloe (Acting) 
Secretary:  Barry Boling
Treasurer:  Dick Riegel

The Horological Society of New 
York, Inc. (HSNY)
The following Information was obtained from The Horolo-
gist's Loupe, submitted by Walter Pangretitsch, Recording 
Secretary, HSNY; Copyright ©2014 Horological Society of 
New York, Inc.; All rights reserved.

The Horological Society of New York 
Announces 2015 Lecture Series
The Horological Society of New York announces its 
2015 lecture series, highlighting industry expertise in 
New York City. January features Benjamin Clymer, 
Executive Editor at Hodinkee.com. In February Luke 
Cox-Bien, watchmaker at Rolex will be the featured 
speaker. For March, Michael Friedman, historian at 
Audemars Piguet will give a lecture. The year 2015 
marks the 149th anniversary of the Horological Soci-
ety of New York.

Annual Holiday Social 
On December 1 at 6:30 p.m., HSNY members 
celebrated and socialized as they capped off 2014. 
Food and drink were provided at the Riverside 
Memorial Chapel.
 In another special meeting of the HSNY on  
November 3 at the Riverside Memorial Chapel, mem-
bers heard Dale Sutton from the NJWA discuss 
watch and clock cleaning machines from 1930 to 
the present. Showing slides of various models pro-
duced by L&R, Zenith, Watchmaster, Vibrograf, and 
others, and demonstrating a modern ultrasonic, Dale 
discussed the evolution and maintenance of these 
machines as well as their features and the problems 
associated with repair. 

 He displayed an old Zenith four-jar model and ex-
plained that such machines are still in use after many 
years, and that they can be effectively restored. Some 
companies made excellent products, which are still in 
demand by watchmakers. The decision to repair or 
replace is often guided by the high price of new ma-
chines. 

HSNY OFFICERS 
President: Edwin M. Hydeman 
Vice President:  Stephen Noble  
Recording Secretary: Walter Pangretitsch
Treasurer:  Charles S. Salomon 

The Florida Watchmakers/Clockmakers 
Association (FWCA)
Information submitted by Terry L. Curkan, CW21, President 
FWCA 2013-14

Election Results
The FWCA held its bi-annual election of officers at 
the 2014 dinner and business meeting. Receiving the 
gavel from outgoing President Terry Curkan, CW21, is 
2015 President Michael Taylor, CW21.
 Michael has served as president many times in the 
past and will continue to support the efforts of the 
FWCA to bring horological excellence and educa-
tional support to Florida watchmakers. 
 Matt Hritz, CW21, will serve as Vice Presi-
dent, Richard LeBeau, CMW21, continues as Trea-
surer, Angie LeBeau continues as Secretary,  
Fabio Rodrigues, CW21, will serve as Education 
Secretary and Ernest Tope, CW21, continues as  
Parliamentarian. 

2014 Annual Educational Seminar and  
Business Meeting
The Florida Watchmakers/Clockmakers Association 
presented their annual educational seminar and 
business meeting October 23 to 25 at the Hilton  
Garden Inn & Suites, located in West Tampa/ 
Oldsmar, Florida.
 The educational program, “High-Grade Case & 
Bracelet Refinishing” presented by Tom Schomaker, 
was an excellent opportunity for both beginners and 
experienced watchmakers in FWCA to learn the most 
current methods and techniques utilized by Rolex 
to properly refinish their products. One skill learned 
was wheel and buff preparation/maintenance, a criti-
cal factor when using this refinishing process. These 
techniques can also be applied to a variety of brands 
to achieve professional results.
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Want to see the  
complete version of the 

Horological Times?
Become a member now!

For only $169 per year, you get 12 issues of 

the only U.S. monthly magazine serving the 

horology professional. Want more?

 Get Access to Archived Editions of the HT

 Valuable Networking Opportunities 

 Join Our Online Technical Discussion, Spare Parts & Tools Forums.

 Discounted Business Services

 —We’ve negotiated favorable member rates for numerous business services.

	 Training	and	Certification

 And, so much more ...

AWCI sets the standards for the industry, conducts training to meet those 

standards,	and	provides	industry-recognized	certification.	 

PLUS, your input will help shape the future of horology. 

Register online: www.awci.com.


